
Powerful, Full-Featured 
Windows Development
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Design beautiful, intuitive user interfaces with award-winning 
and cross-platform frameworks on Windows and iOS

Productivity
Write, Compile, Package and Deploy Cross-Platform applications with the 
C++Builder development environment featuring a C++ integrated toolchain
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Usability
Simple, Comfortable, Safe and Intelligent Interactions from concept to 
prototype of the envisioned app UI with C++Builder’s visual design tools
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Velocity
5x Development Productivity with our award-winning Visual Component Library 
for Windows and our FireMonkey (FMX) framework for multi-device work
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Agility
High-Performance Native Applications improve developer productivity with hundreds 
of prebuilt components, Live On-Device Preview, and easy-to-customize layouts
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A L E X A N D R I A
C++Builder 11.2
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Powerful, Full-Featured
Windows Development

C++Builder® is an advanced IDE for modern C++, with high-productivity 
libraries that help developers quickly build high-performance native apps 
for Windows and iOS

A L E X A N D R I A
C++Builder 11.2

Modern C++17

Featuring a Clang-enhanced 
compiler, Dinkumware STL, and 
easy access to Boost, plus common 
libraries like SDL2, and many more.

Continuous Integration

Integrate with continuous build 
con�gurations quickly with MSBuild, 
CMake, and Ninja project support either 
as a lone developer or as part of a team.

Rapid Development

Award-winning visual design tools 
help you deliver projects 5x faster 
than competing solutions.

Windows 11

Modernize aging apps to support 
Windows 11 with up-to-date 
responsive controls and Windows 
Store support.

Productivity

VCL Styles with design-time support: 
Prototype stylish UIs even faster by 
seeing immediately at design-time how 
your styled forms and controls will look 
when running.

Responsive UIs

Create a single responsive 
platform-aware UI once and deploy 
on Windows and iOS.

High DPI & 4K

High-DPI support in the IDE, with full 
support for the latest 4k+ monitors, 
and cleaner and sharper fonts and icons 
throughout. Improved FMX High-DPI 
support for Windows and Desktop 
with a visibly superior desktop UI.

Accessible Data

Connect natively to over 20 
databases like Oracle, SQL Server, 
MySQL and more with FireDAC's 
high speed direct access.

iOS Applications

Develop applications for iOS 
quickly and easily with C++Buil-
der's tools. iOS Simulator for 
macOS devices running on ARM-64 
(M1 or M2 CPUs).

Cloud Aware

C++Builder has an HTTP and a REST 
client library, available on all platforms, 
to invoke REST services and even speci�c 
AWS and Azure components.

Version Control Integration

Track and manage changes using version 
control systems including Subversion, 
Git, and Mercurial repositories.

Extend the IDE

Use plugins that add new tool windows, 
draw in the code editor, provide code 
completion, add new syntax highlighting, 
hook into high-level and low-level events, 
track processes and thread while 
debugging, and more.

Remote Desktop

Collaborate more e�ectively with 
remote teams using improved remote 
desktop support for VCL and IDE.




